1. Object Request Service Module. It maintains a current object access context, which is a l-length recently accessed object sequence. Furthermore, it appends new object information to the historic object access stream when an object is accessed. 2. Sequential Rules Mining Module. It is composed of the object sequences preprocessing, the sequential pattern mining and the sequential rules producing modules. The preprocessing module divides the object access stream into many subsequences. Base on the discovered object sequential patterns gained by the sequential pattern mining module, object access sequential rules table is constructed. 3. Prefetching Engine Module. When the current requested object is not in the object cache, the prefetching engine selects a matched rule with the highest confidence from the rules table according to the context, then chooses the corresponding objects and preloads them into the object cache.
Simulated experimental results show that both prediction accuracy and object hit rate can be improved comparing with the Group-based prefetching method [3] which can also be used for object prefetching.
